
Borrowing from LISC Questions and Answers 
 

1. Do you work with non-real estate related small businesses? If so how do you look at securing those? 
 
A. Yes, LISC often works with non-real estate related small businesses through both our Lending 

Department and our new SBA affiliate immito. Typically, we would like to be secured by a mortgage 
lien. But, for businesses that do not have real estate available, LISC will accept an UCC on all 
business assets and personal guarantees from the principals. For more information, please visit our 
website: LISC Loans for Business  

 
2. What is the smallest construction loan you will offer? 

 
A. Our minimum loan amount for real estate transactions is $100,000. 
 

3. We are in the early stages of a project and would like to apply for a pre-development loan. Our current 
project budget is based on early schematic designs and construction estimates, but these numbers are 
just early figures. Would that affect our application? 
 
A. No. We provide early stage financing to borrowers during the predevelopment phase. We will 

sometimes provide disbursement milestones for very early predevelopment loans to limit the amount 
of LISC capital being used until certain milestones have been meet. Example milestones are an 
acceptable Phase I environmental report has been obtained or you have gained site control.  We will 
also want to understand your experience in this product type and the financial strength of your 
organization. We will want to see 10% equity into the project ahead of our loan funds. Additionally, we 
will want to understand the planned repayment and likelihood of the success of securing those 
resources.   

 
4. Can LISC provide debt financing for solar projects?  

 
A. Yes, LISC has provided debt financing for solar projects in the past. The source of repayment will be 

a significant focus on the analysis. Specifically, how does the solar energy generated get back to the 
borrower to repay the loan. 

 
5. Where can I find examples of approved loans for the Makerspace Loan?    
 

A. Examples of makerspace projects that LISC has financed include a $9 million loan to the Brooklyn 
Navy Yard which was financed through Historic Tax Credits. And, a $4.6 million loan to LA Prep II 
which was financed through New Markets Tax Credits. We do not have any examples written-out of 
our lending transactions; however, you can see the general terms at our website: LISC Loans for 
Business - Makerspace. For more information, you can send an email to lending@lisc.org.  

 
6. Where can we go for further information?  

 
A. Visit our website at LISC - Lending. You can also find contact information for our local offices at LISC 

- Our Reach. If there are additional questions, free to send an email to lending@lisc.org.  
 

7. I am trying to understand LISC loan fees, which were covered on slide 12.  For a $500,000, it appears 
that your fee would be $11,250 plus legal fees based on a 1.5% closing fee ($7,500) and $3,750 (one half 
of closing).  Does that sound about right?  
 
A. Closing fees on real estate transactions, exclusive of legal, range from 1-1.5% of the loan amount. 

Closing fees for business loans equal 3% of the loan amount plus legal fees. The total fees in your 
example would be $5,000-$7,500 plus legal fees, all due at closing. Once your loan is approved and 
you have agreed to the terms by signing a loan approval notification letter.  We require a portion of 
the above fees be paid to start the legal documentation. This is called a “Good Faith Fee” or deposit.  
It is a documentation fee that is deducted from the origination fee when the loan is closed, and not an 
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additional fee. It would equal $2,500-$3,750 in your example. In the event that your loan is not closed, 
LISC will retain the documentation fee (aka Good Faith Fee).  

 
8. Are there MBE/WBE hiring requirements associated with your loans?  

 
A. Not typically. LISC is usually part of a number of other funding sources for a project and many of 

those sources come with their own covenants and restrictions. We do have funding sources to 
support MBE/WBE entrepreneurs in some markets. We also have funding sources that allow for less 
stringent underwriting guidelines for W/MBE developers of affordable housing in some markets.  

   
9. Can you speak generally about lending metrics like borrower current ratio and leverage; and debt 

coverage for projects?  
 
A. We typically look at five different organizational financial ratios when evaluating the financial strength 

of a borrower. Our standards for each are as follows: Current ratio above 1.2x, Quick ratio above 
0.5x, Days Cash on hand above 90, Debt to Net Assets below 1x, and Total Liabilities to Net Assets 
below 4x. Our standard for project Debt Service Coverage Ratio is 1.15x. We would review multiple 
years of financial statements and watch for trends in the market.   

 
10. What is the benefit/advantage of applying to LISC for financing vs. going directly to a bank? 

 
A. LISC is a but-for lender, offering financing to projects who may not be able to attract traditional bank 

financing. In addition to this role, our program staff have extensive experience underwriting and 
providing technical assistance to loans that bundle various federal and local subsidy programs. 
 

11. What are some of the main reasons projects default? And what percent of LISC-funded projects default?  
 
A. LISC looks at itself a partner in the communities that we operate and will work with our borrowers and 

other funders to find a solution prior to defaulting on the loan. Some of the main reasons that projects 
are often behind schedule, require a work-out scenario or the loans are delinquent include: 
construction cost overruns, failing to receive a tax credit award or unforeseen environmental issues, 
overly optimistic projections of costs, revenues or repayment sources.  
 

12. Can you give a little more detail on the subsidies mentioned that can reduce the overall cost of loans? 
 
A. LISC has two active subsidy pools that span across our markets: 

 Healthy Food Financing Initiative 

 Capital Magnet Fund 
 

13. What TA services does LISC provide to help small businesses or CDCs that have never accessed capital 
before get prepared to access it? 
 
A. LISC is one of three recipients of Section 4 capacity building funds for community development and 

affordable housing. Eligible activities that we fund under Section 4 include training, education, support 
and advice to enhance the technical and administrative capabilities of our CDC partners. This 
includes capacity to participate in consolidated planning, as well as in fair housing planning and 
continuum-of-care homeless assistance efforts that help ensure community-wide participation in 
assessing area needs; consulting broadly within the community; cooperatively planning for the use of 
available resources in a comprehensive and holistic manner; and assisting in evaluating performance 
under these community efforts and in linking plans with neighboring communities in order to foster 
regional planning efforts. 
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